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Balls and Masquerades in Brooklyn

Today in one of the Brooklyn shelters for homeless women will be the im-
portant event – a fashion show, if you know what I mean. The preparations 
has been going on for entire month, the participants were running around 
like crazy, there was no space for passing in the building’s far corridor be-
cause it was chosen for rehearsals of that kind of inhuman walk which is so 
favored by models. Thanks god, everything ends one day, and at last, today 
the show will happen!

The administration of this charitable institution appeared all sweaty, as it 
should be expected, because there will be guests from fellow instituions 
and even bosses from the department of Homeless Services of all New York 
lands. The most peculiar component in this dish is the models: they are 
mainly shelter's residents themselves, homeless dames – it is such Maka-
renko! Everybody is very excited, agitated, and - I have no doubts - all will 
be held on high level.

Oh, yeah, I almost forgot: the contingent is not only homeless, but also, 
those with mental illnesses and complications after the use of harmful sub-
stances. Every third person there knows – not just heard about – what being 
in jail really means. Last year, there was a suicide attempt. But I mean, in 
general, it’s all like it can be expected from the life of normal people! They 
live on full support, get their metro cards; all kinds of sponsors come and 
go (people help as much they can), churches organize out-of-city trips, 
with candies and cookies; yoga and ballet lessons – all of this is not about 
Smolny, but, I repeat, it is happening in a homeless shelter for people with 
mental problems. And this is about “awful grin of capitalism”!

(Sam Akopov)

(Sam Akopov)

Odd man Out
 
Its obvious in this uniform I'm the odd man out.
you notice but its the usual when you walk about.
my look is authoritative but there still some doubt
so I'm seen as someone you shouldn't worry about

lobby and hall in this role I am small in my other life
you'll be in awe but when the shift change and I am
gone you forget me I forget you and the day remembers
                          all.

(Edward Mccleary)

sirsiklam asik
 
keske olasaydi yagmur olacak
gönülünüze sirsiklam etmek isterim
 
keske olsaydi hava olacak
ruhunuze kalmak isterim
 

kalbinize müteessir etmak isterim
 
keske olsaydi nehir olacak
sizinle yürümek isterim
 
keske olsaydi günes isigi olacak
gözünüzü parlamak isterim
 
keske olsaydi yaprak olacak
saçinizde varmak isterim
 
keske olsaydi söz olacak
sözünüz olacak mevcut olmak isterim
 
keske olsaydi gönül olacak
gönülünüz olacak varmak isterim
 
keske olsaydi
 
yagmur gibi

havalar gibi
nehir gibi
günes isigi gibi
yaprak gibi
söz gibi
gönül gibi
 
biçimsiz gibi
 
tüy gibi

 
bir yerinizde her zaman kendimi rahat 
hissediyorum
 
mad love
 
If I would be a rain to drench your heart
if I would be an air to reach your soul
if I would be a breeze to touch your mind
if I would be a river to stroll with you
if I would be a sunshine to light your 
eyes
if I would be a leave to land your hair
if I would be a word to be your word
if I would be a heart to be your heart
 
if I would be
 
like a rain
like an air
like a breeze
like a river
like a sunshine
like a leave
like a word
like a heart
 
like a formless
 
like a feather
 
always I rest somewhere inside you

(Hyejoong Ryu)

Yes, we are alive living in the empire of mind with beautiful people and 
beautiful smile protecting each other no matter what living life like a but-

(Elizandra Beckless)

Nameless Faces & Different Places

The life of a guard is an impersonal one, we watch from our posts at 
the nameless faces each & every day. We got personal enough to be 
familiar with the area but not enough for you to remember our names. 
We get put in different places whether it’s a club, arena or lobby. We’re 
here to protect these people from each other because they’re a danger 
to themselves. That’s the life of a guard, I wouldn’t call it luxurious 
cause there’s a nameless face in every place.

LATE STATEMENT RANT
I SECURITY OFFICER, BRITNEY O’NEAL WAS LATE.
I WAS LATE BECAUSE THE TRAIN THAT I NOW PAY A HARD 
EARNED QUARTER 
MORE FOR DECIDED TO SKIP MY F***ING STOP.
AND AS I PASSED YANKEE STADIUM HIGH WALLS AND ROUND 
SHAPE, I CURSED 
OUT THE TRAIN CONDUCTOR…
NOT OUT LOUD.
THIS MADE ME 5 MINUTES LATE
SO HERE IS YOUR F***ING 5 MINUTE LATE STATEMENT
TECHNICALLY I WAS HERE ON TIME
I JUST SLOWY PASSED BY.
I UNDERSTAND THAT DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS WILL BE TAKEN 
AGAINST ME FOR 
MY 5 MINUTES OF LATENESS
FUCK MTA

(Britney O’Neal)

Incident Report:

Location: NYC

A T/P/O U/S observed a group of 7 individuals wearing all white polo shirts 
with secuiry written on the bacl. The group contained 1 WF + 1WM, 2 
Hispanic Females, 2 Afro-American Males and 1 Asian Female. The group 
proceeded west on 39th St. where some poetry was read. The group then 
proceeded North + continued reading poetry, including a stop in a coffee 
shop before returning to their workshop. The group was nondisruptive, but 
expressive. CC-NVO. Case Closed – No Violations Observed. 

Incident Report:

PAGE OF WANDS
PAGES OF PAGES
King of Kings
Lord of lord hoy ghost or sat nam

NAME: Label or True Identity
DEPARTMENT: Reintegratment

DESCRIPTION OF INCIDENT: It happens in times when poetry gets 
twisted then we don't let our reality ring the some identity. it is dystopia.
Lull you to sleep some supposed to do but if born of neurosis incubi are 
conjured.
Then it's time to call the page
when the sage starves while the
decorated and encrusted carouse
carouse in a state of numbness
it's time to feed the sage.
It's okay there is northing wrong with severe beauty. some become
happy that way.

Protect Good Times

DESCRIPTION OF ITEM: ego - helps you in self-protection
REPORT TAKEN BY: Redundancy 108 times is a

Incident Report:

PAGE 1 OF 1 PAGES
IR # 7-10

Who – Security Poet Security Forace / went to ninth as a group
What – We read our security poems as team. We explained the difference of Secu-
rity and Freedom
When – It happened on a Wed 7-10-13 at 1500PM, spent 30 minutes outside. We 
as a group read / each lecture / about security / I had a true freedom of speech
Why – We did this, a freedom of speech / little children were curious of what’s 
going on. We went inside the bakery and read our poems and was watched / bak-
ery store was protected too
Why – why want to see what we can observe / and see / plus protect

We are the keepers who do not sleep.

We toil while most weary souls have just gone to bed.

As you sleep we hold steady to our belief that we chase the night away.

light.

-
hive.

Our plans are like a blueprints. We have a vision of what will come to be 
that day.

The day like all days before it winds down, and we pass the baton to the 
next watch.

The third watch rallies to close the day.

The miracle of yet another sunset and the shades of blue turning to black 
signify that the cycle is complete.

The stars make their appearance and people leave their jobs to go home 
and be with their families.

This watch will soon end, and it is now complete.

 The new watch is waiting in the wings.....

(TS)

The last thought to think should be the hardest to sing 

I don’t sing nor have I ever win My choices of life are images of dim 
Is the image you see dim? 
I don’t like crowds nor ever- they show me the same 
My mind used to wonder if acceptance is a shame

No option. The current from the ocean will swallow me whole 
shattered glass has no use for this world

(Fernando J. Garcia)

Try not to walk ahead of me because I may not catch up

Try not to walk in back of me 
because you may not catch up

Try walking with me 
and we will be walking together.

This is my poem. Hope u like it. 
Please consider me for work ad a 
Security guard in future. Thanku.

(Bobby Vazquez)

Incident Report:

The discussion was very engaging and enlightening, particularly the 
realization that most of what people secure is an image, fantasy, and 
ideal that provides structure for people, and that most of what people 
want to have secured creates a paradox.  The performance also cre-

secured.  Unlike the usual work of security guards, where we are alien-
ated from what we defend, we actually felt connected and in control 
of the space, which made us intimidating to others and seem more like 
conquerors of public property.  The public property became private- just 
for us- but at least people stared and perhaps wondered what was going 
on, and maybe did a little more thinking about who security guards are 
working for- when they employ their consciousness, as opposed to just 
their bodies.

Incident Report:

There was an unoccupied table.  It was carefully protected for the use 
of all, but no one used it.  Meanwhile, someone was napping next to the 
table.  They were protected by an umbrella and it was in many ways do-

Two other things to report
1) Our discussion today lead me to believe that the single most 
protected commodity in our society today is ‘fantasy’.
2) I sweated in my security shirt so it should probably be washed.

Incident Report:

Sought out a secure peace of mind.  The only mind I felt like I secured 
was my own and a homeless man who enjoyed our still and secure atmo-
sphere.  While interacting with random people they shared their feelings 
of skepticism about coming over to the table and sharing their creativity 
and thoughts with the group.

Incident Report:

Customer left to enjoy the sun.  On July 17th of 2013 a citizen of the New 
York South was observed sitting in the sun enjoying the day movement 
when the sun was blocked by the clouds and a skyscraper.  The customer 
complained about the intolerable conditions and asked if I was able to help.  

public space and secured all sides, placing a reserved sign upon the table, 
ushering the clouds away without an incident.  No EMS was needed and the 
situation was resolved peacefully.

Incident Report:

-
sion of the kind of “security” we want to see.  Our efforts were not without 

reminded that language alone does not constitute “welcome”—that naming 
oneself as something does not guarantee that one will “be” it.  It takes some-
thing greater than signage to create the sorts of invitations we were seeking 
to construct.  The time and space and people must “prove” (in an arena that 
so evidences the opposite) that the gesture is not entrapment or false prom-

repetition necessary to the scope of its task.
 

Incident Report:

Incident happen when no one came to the table.  Few people was look-
ing but no one interacted.  Incident happen when we were paying atten-
tion to our watches, time is the tool to block life, random excitement.  
Security is following rules of law and order.  Incident happened.  Sonny Bimbo, A Common and Notorious !ief

(157 arraignments)

He took:

several checkbooks,
keys,
prescription medications,
assorted jewelry and broken jewelry,
burglarious tools,
a wood paddle,
a TV remote,
black headphones,
a keychain,
Zippo lighters,
and a booklet called Big Dice Game.

(Heather Kapplow)

I feel that I’m afraid of losing my common sense and the ability to be provoca-
tive.
One thing’s already lost to me, nobody can’t take a joke anymore due to this 
sadly “politically correct” world.

-Fear of losing humanity and generosity
-Fear of losing brother and phone
-Fear of losing natural resources and everything else
-Fear of not being able to survive or communicate
-Fear of being homeless and broke
-Fear of losing time

What needs to be protected is uncensored work and good times. 

(Brian Montgomery)

The thing that I fear to lose most is God= I fear God.  I don’t want to lose 
Jesus in my life.  He is more important to me in my life.  Life is precious 
with salvation.
Another thing I fear to lose is not working at all in my life.  It’s good to have 
a job—job is not secure at all one day you have it.  Next thing is gone-

(Curtis Weaver)

EXCLOSURE ]22[

For a great many well-positioned and amply-propertied people on the planet, 
 their own personal sense of risk tended to rise in near perfect inverse proportion to the actual 
 threats that were posed around them. ln other words, it was primarily those persons who had
 only rarely or never been the subject of physical trespass and attack that nevertheless tended 
 to fear it all the more vehemently. Constantly proving themselves far and away the most willing 
 to support the harshest injunctions or carceral punishments in the name of maintaining their own
 jones'd for lack of exposure.

Whereas others, having been exposed, and in some cases, ceaselessly exposed, 
 to nearly every form of available violence, were thus compelled by this experience to acknowledge 
 that any notion of "individual" protection from violation, as divorced from a concept of collective 
 health, was not only impossible, but a straight-up debacle. And further still, that the 
 costs of attempting to build such personal fortresses of reprieve merely succeeded in enacting on other
 bodies another form of destructive aggression that was itself rarely named but whose painful range 
 of maiming pressures were all too acutely felt,
      were welt-inducing even. 

Like a permanent belt caught up in the act of melting between gestures of constriction and beating.

 

(Emily Abendroth)

Things that are unprotected

-imagination of the future
-time
-native american cultures/ identities not stereotypes/environment/
ecology
-free space/places to rest/commons
-true self
-clothing/design/garment workers/offshore labor
-peace of mind/mental space to 'be'/ relax
-family/health/loved ones
-personal sanity/identity as a human being/ sense of self outside of 
work/given identities
-helping people/mutuality
-access to clean water
-local resistance/solidarities
(vs. scale of capitalism)
-optimism
-children's imagination/young people in general (vs tv/internet/
screens)
-the unknown
-using language

-common risk: ability to take voluntary risks (ironically, because 
there is so much risk/precarity)

-the whole city is unprotected from the unknown
-water (and from being sold)
-boats
-schools / college /education
-learning
-independence
-non-attachment to glamour
-jokes
-uncensored work and good times
-security guard’s time
-workers’ time and rights
-general public’s right to thrive
-wages
-ability to see outside our reality
-happiness
-communication
-sociality
-imaginations of the future

Wages

paid right, for in order to do a right complete
job we the security guard company/employer
should take all the money from employee's salaries and

right then the company employers will give you guard
service

Communication

We want to know what have been going on with the site
What the duties are

(Curtis Weaver)

How I'd protect the idea of non-attachment to glamour
is have the team come in and issue a challenge to some
high society people telling them that they can't go one day
without their materialistic possessions.

How I'd protect the idea of people taking a joke is
having audience members challenge comedians / poets if a piece
offended them to see who can dish out the most laughs.
Everyone would have a chance to thrive and laugh.

(Brian Montgomery)

Pardon the partition, I'm patrolling the private collection.
Just providing personal problems for the public's protection.
I need to ask that you change your behavior.  
Artwork is sacred, and for some it's a savior.
So savor these sights and sounds,

I ensure that the secrets of certain souls are found but not disturbed.
I'm the keeper of frozen light, the doorman of death.
I'll explain your delight and sudden loss of breath.  
I am alone only as long as you are without words.

Standing by the door with feet so sore.
I'll show you what's in store if you ask a little more.
Today I've paced a mile while securing the aisle.
Look me in the eyes- I'm standing for your smile!
I'm protecting our passions from fading.
Photograph the room, but don't dare touch the painting.

(Caroline Joy Tatem)

7/10/13 Poets Security Force

Pinkerton National Protection 1850
I am afraid of losing money or 
my jobs. I'm used to working - getting paid weekly or
every two weeks. I'm afraid of death, destruction, terrorists
and afraid of being homeless

Protected library
hotels
construction site
high end retail store

Boats     Subway Train     At Certain Times
Whitecastle     Some unguarded construction site
Water

Janus

Where we've worked

Daycare
PS1 Museum
PBS
Columbia University Football Team 
(sucks)
Concerts
Sports/US Open
Teaching/Adjunct
CIBC, NASDAQ, Lehmann Bros., 
Morgan Stanley
Colleges
Katz Deli
Residential Security

Manhattan Center

EFA
Hell’s Kitchen

Galas
Harley Davidson Factory
Hotel Lobbies
Parks
ASPCA
Humane Society of NY
Daycares
1st Security
Burlington Coats
Parking Lots
Concerts (Also in Parking Lots)
Capitol Theatre
Library
The Gap
Construction Sites

What we’ve protected

Children, from each other
Knowledge / Comfort in the face of art 
Power (without having power)
Sacredness of private property
Privatization of knowledge
Premium access to funding

Protecting players from eachother
Protecting drunk people from drunker people
Protecting Differences
A fantasy
Rich people/players from poor people/fans
Misconceptions of success
Property, employees, information
Image/Reputation
Certain people
The sanctity of capital
Against common folks
Vending machines
Protecting students from seeing nighttime 
workers
Protecting invisibilities
Workers from disrespect
Image and aura of largest sandwich ever
Against hanging out
Against panhandlers
Ability to sustain themselves
Prison/Status Quo

Debt
Against Dine and Dash
Protecting from Difference
Protecting Neurosis
Against Lying

Protecting Rich People’s “Fun”
Access
Against Theft
Against the Unusual
Door Locks
Openings
Closures
“Atmosphere”
The structure itself
Land: Image of Nature
From the Unknown
From Getting Lost
From Chaos
Animals’ (Pets) Well Being
Kids From Themselves
Happiness
Calmness
Scams
Corruption

The Gates of Hell
Against Free Raving
Tickets
Where People Dance
Protecting The Collection
Gap’s Money
Materials
Copper
Progress
My Lunch

How I'd protect the idea of non-attachment to glamour
is have the team come in and issue a challenge to some
high society people telling them that they can't go one day
without their materialistic possessions.

How I'd protect the idea of people taking a joke is
having audience members challenge comedians / poets if a piece
offended them to see who can dish out the most laughs.
Everyone would have a chance to thrive and laugh.

(Brian Montgomery)

The Futurist
 
 
I am sitting here on this little chair, and they’ve taught me how to use the 
joystick. I see the pixilated raisin, and I scrape therake across it to bring it 
close. I can’t eat it – it isn’t really there – but I do like to use my joystick 
to get near it, and then to usethe rake to bring it close. The raisin isn’t real, 
but I even love its emptiness. It isn’t there, but I love it more that way. In 
that I can’t touch it, or taste it, only manipulate its semblance, for these and 
all its other attributes of unreality, and because war and writing are like 
evolution, the attainment of the raisin represents my future.
 
/
 
Now they lift me out of my chair and put me back. I look around anxiously 
and press myself against the gate. I look forward, because I love every-
thing that hasn’t arrived yet. Anything can happen and I want it to. No 
matter how certain I am to be therecipient of pain I always forget that it 
will come again, though the trembling that overtakes me when they open 
the gate and pick me up means my nervous system at least knows that 
anything can happen and I don’t want it to.
 
Whether it feels good or bad, it is all being recorded.
 
/
 
It’s only that which has not happened yet that I love. That which I might 
adapt to, use my powers and evolve, for example, inthe future, I might 
grow wings, I might sing, there might be revenge, sex, forests, and apolo-
gies. Whether its utopia, socialism, anarchism, or shock and starvation, 
or perhaps the slicing open of my cadaver to examine whether or not my 
lung has a tumor, or to take out an organ, it’s coming. But when it arrives, 
we’ll start waiting again, because the future is always receding, a receding 
horizon, and we secure our present by testing our future on the body of 
the past–future drugs, future wars, future ideas, are tried out upon me, the 
ancient body, the early body, the monkey iteration.
 

/
 
I’m being lifted out again, I’ve learned something new, and they want to show me 
off. A small group watch me move close tothe raisin with my joystick, and they 
watch me scrape with the rake to bring it close. They laugh and talk. I keep my 
eye on theraisin. I can taste it, practically, but when they bring me my real food, I 
am too nauseous to eat it. They put me back in and I strain against the gate, look-
ing at them my large, limpid eyes like two universes, my fur covered in chemical 
sweat. I am time too; all of us are.
 
/
 
They are back. They take me out and set me in front of a new machine. It is just 
a little harder to deal with than other one, and they have amputated my right hand 
so everything is a little different for me. I see that on a tray next to me, they have 
placed a rubber replica of my hand. I do not wish to look at it or think about it. 
I will use my right foot and left hand to accomplish this next task. I can’t wait 
to get started. But I become distracted because I see something. I see someone I 
used to know. He is in a terrarium and surrounded by dead insects suspended on 
strings, and despite all the food there, he is clearly starving. He might not be able 
to tell that all around him are corpses that he could eat, because he is used to his 
food moving.
 
Or he might be on a hunger strike. I suddenly feel terribly sad and angry and with 
my right stump I knock my rubber hand to theground; they take notes and confer. 
It has been a long time since I did such a thing, but I feel that I must refuse to 
work, in solidarity with my friend, although I don’t know if his actions are pur-
poseful or if he is simply very confused. Seeing him is bringing back unwelcome 
memories, for if the present is elusive, often painful and impossible, the past is 
very saddening to contemplate. If I can forget the past, it is easy to look forward 
to the lovely, empty future, a future which (and I know this is a stretch) might be 
more like my happy, distant past! Of course the past would be different, in the 
future, wouldn’t it?

 
I have heard about someone who worked in a marine theater, a major star, a block-

his old community, no one could understand him, he didn’t know anything anymore, 
actually some said he had become psychotic. He got very sick and quickly died, so his 
return didn’t work well, but for me, it could be different, because I would not neces-
sarily mind being a loner. I have the courage of an ascetic; I don’t mind being lowly. 
I am very used to it now, and I don’t think being ostracized would be the worst thing, 
certainly social isolation is nothing new, and the trees, the sky, the water, the earth, the 
birds, the insects, and various others that remain, surely they wouldn’t shun me. They 
might shelter me. I remember how kind the world can be when you are allowed to be 
outside in it, of it.
 
However, it’s also possible that they have big plans for my corpse. But I can still look 
forwardand that is what I do, leaning my empirical little body against my gate, work-
ing for the Cartesian empire.

(Miranda Mellis)

What's a living wage in this day and age.
When its $5 dollars roundtrip to go local on the train
to and from work riding with rude clueless jerks.
In black shoes, slacks and a polyester shirt.
half dead in a daze and a quarter alert my
headaches my body is numb living in this world of hurt

passed is logged hourly and the machine runs perfectly

has become a clock. But time doesn't pay much so what
I need to watch it slips away easily as we all stand on watch.
Shifts become blurred and the day becomes a foamy wash.
15 minutes until my cycle ends and I'm relieved from my watch.

(Edward Mccleary Jr.)

So asked the owner is that your best offer
his face said it all now the conversation is over

a matter and that's what pushes me further in my
travels. I seek goals predicted by my forefathers.
The authors of the past and architects of the future.
Blacksmiths of the craft of iron and stone word cast
placed on my shoulders is a universal task. With a 
shrug comes relief as I'm served another lead I do
a service for the people a thankless job true indeed
but they say be thankful for you have what you need
that is suitable for animals who you hand feed and if 
you believe that acceptable then I need to leave the

water, clear sky, white sand beach but why am I
worried about anything we've already said our peace
 

(Edward Mccleary Jr.)

You  remember  me Man!
Only When shit hits the fan 
But  fate alters your Plans
Then  you   recognize me as a Man!
In a corporate environment  the sediment  of the pavement 

Gold trimmings  Pillars- body guards shadow  the property like guerillas 

But  my time you pay  with misery.
A slave earning minimum wage 

To enforce your directives
That are stupid and senseless.
Post me in a corner like a dunce

There’s no compliance with no  alliance 

I must be the Lamb Marinating self with blood for the frying Pan.
Killing the over time so the tax father 
Can Pocket and take every dollar.
While I’m hurting  and my eye balls are burning.
Per day  I drink 6 cups of coffee 
Burning cigarettes like a chimeney.
I’m just destroying my human being , achieving what you been dreaming.

While the real zombies are well fed  but still hungry until life is dead.
You  remember  me Man!
Only When shit hits the fan 
But  fate alters your Plans
Then  you   recognize me as a Man!

(Fernando J. Garcia)

There's too many cats in my neighborhood
everywhere
They are all different colors and sizes
They like to run, play and eat
There are too many cats
That I see in the street
I see lonely cats, I see friendly cats
and the thing with there being a lot of cats

is we have no rats

but there's too many cats, too many cats
cats in the street, cats in the yards
small cats big cats
friendly cats, scared cats
only thing we have

is no rats

(Rose Bartok)

Endless Restrictions

I’m surrounded by endless restrictions; it drives me crazy
and it weakens my determination. I’m restricted on how to
live; I’m also restricted on how high I can rise. I’m very
reckless and a natural rebel; I grew up from being a little
devil. These are my endless restrictions. I’ve been held back
so long my poetry could end the world of intimidation.

(Brian Montgomery)

Target Free

insecure, i jump out 
through an escape hatch 
that i know from previous experience
will take me nowhere interesting, will take me 
right back to myself

that girl, crying on the street corner,

to console her

she isn't saying anything
silent crying on the ground in front of a CVS

there's only one reason to be there:
jumping, back where you came from
every time a door closes

the only thing to protect
is that now isn't real, and that someday is

(Heather Kapplow)

RFID

I am shredded document, 
half your name, and two baby teeth,
cross dressing in the moonlight
at a Venezuelan hotel.

You have to come from somewhere
washed in the kitchen sink,
hummed to, now
running number after number after number
through some software – 

we are one.

We shop and die 
and get away with things – 
arrested, released, expunged:
it's futuristic, how you can befriend
an arms dealer and a statistic at the same time, 
stealing photographs that are wars...

naming your children 
as a matter of course,

even though you know better.

(Heather Kapplow)


